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Plasmas with micrometre sized particles embedded in them where the particles gain high

negative charges and become strongly coupled are known as complex plasmas. These complex

plasmas can be studied in microgravity conditions using the Plasmakristall-4 (PK-4) facility

onboard the International Space Station. Recrystallisation was studied in a complex plasma

with string-like structure using the PK-4 lab by turning the plasma off for a fraction of a second

to destroy the stringy order, then turning the plasma on again to see how the structure reforms.
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Figure 1: Recrystallisation simulation result.

We characterised the ‘stringiness’ of the sys-

tem by the average number of string neigh-

bours at a given time and noted how it

changed during the experiment. We then

performed molecular dynamics (MD) simu-

lations using Large-scale Atomic/Molecular

Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [1]

to compare with the experiment, and used a

Yukawa + wake potential [2] for the interpar-

ticle interactions. This lets us mimic the effect

of ions in our simulation which led to string

formation. We simulated ‘turning the plasma off’ by increasing the dust temperature and setting

the dust charge to zero. After ‘turning the plasma off’ for a length of time comparable to that in

the experiment we ‘turned the plasma on’ again and observed the behaviour of the system as it

returned to equilibrium. We found that the simulations had a good agreement with experimental

findings.
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